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Abstract
The Plasma Window is a stabilized plasma arc used as
an interface between accelerator vacuum and pressurized
Wgets. nere is no solid material introduced into the
beam and thus it is also capable of transmitting particle
beams and electromagnetic radiation with low loss and
of sustaining high beam currents without damage.
Measurements on a prototype system with a 3 mm
diameter opening have shown that pressure differences
of more than 2.5 atmospheres can be sustained with an
input pressure of - 10-6 Torr. The system is capable of
scaling to higher-pressure differences and larger
apertures. Various plasma window applications for
synchrotrons light sources, high power lasers, internal
~gets, high current accelerators such x tie HAWK,
ATW, APT, DARHT, spallation sources, as well as for a
number of commercial applications, will be discussed.

1 INTRODUCTION

Many industrial and scientific processes like ion material
modification, electron beam melting and welding, as
well as generation of high energy radiation are
performed exclusively in vacuum nowadays, since
electron guns, ion guns, their extractors and accelerators
must be kept at a reasonably high vacuum.
Consequently, there are numerous limitations, among
which are low production rates due to required pumping
time, limits on the size of target objects, and degradation
of particle beams and radiation through foils or
differentially pumped sections.

For transmission of high-energy synchrotrons radiation
thin beryllium windows are used (or SiN in a few cases).
Attenuation and spatial structure non-uniformities,
which attend the use of these conventional windows,
represent a significant problem for various applications
in synchrotrons radiation research. Most of the problems
are the result of window heating and degradation of the
radiation. The target systems used for accelerator based
neutron sources greatly limits the current, energy, and
energy focus of the neutron beam. A pressurized
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windowless gas target system removes these limitations
by removing all physical boundaries between the
accelerator and tie gas target. The gas target itself poses
no limitations on the beam since it cart be constantly
cooled and replenished.

A novel apparatus, which utilized a short plasma arc,
was successfully used to provide a vacuum-atmosphere
interface as an alternative to differential pumping, and
an electron beam was successful y propagated from
vacuum to atmospheric pressure.[ 1,2]

Windowless gas targets, for neutron production, have
been constructed using differentially pumped gas
systems with a series of rotating valves. Although these
systems have demonstrated the feasibility of such
techniques, they are limited to use with pulsed
accelerators with relatively low duty cycles, around
2.5%. [3]

Such a windowless gas target system can be formed
by creating a plasma discharge between the high-
-pressure target chamber and the low-pressure vacuum
chamber. The high temperature of the plasma discharge
(12,000° K at the edges and 15,000° K at the center)
causes the plasma to be over 40 times less dense than the
~get gas while being more viscous. These two
properties combine to form an opaque plug. This plug
allows the accelerated particles, or radiation to pass
through while greatly reducing any flow between the
high pressure and low pressure chambers. In the best
results to date[4] of such a system, 40 psia were
supported in the target chamber with 0.032 Torr in the
first vacuum chamber.

The theory, experimental status, and possible
applications of the Plasma Window will be discussed in
this report.

2 PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

Plasmas can be used for vacuum separation, interface
with atmosphere, and as lenses. Ideally, maximizing the
plasma temperature would optimize the first two
applications, while maximizing the discharge current
should broaden the use of the latter. For this Plasma
Window, a “wall stabilized discharge” is used, i.e., a
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2 MAGNETIC SEXTUPOLE OF THE
A(7J3MAIN MAGNETS

The magneticsextupole component of the ACTSmain
magnetic field will affect the chromaticity ~ of the
synchrotronsaccording to the formulae

‘5= -; JM)W)WW (la)
x

Where B.(s) and BY(s)are the horimtal and vertical beta
fimctions, Q. and QY are the betatron tunes, q,(s) is the
dispersim function, and bJs) is a quantity proportional to
the sextupole strength,along the synchrotrons.
The quantity b2 whkh is the sextnpole component of the
magnetic field generatedby the AGS main magnet has been
calculated as a function of the B. dipole field of the main
AGS main magnet in two ways
a) Static 2-dimensional calculations
b) Transient2-dimenticnal calculations

13gure lb. Cross section of a B-type AGS main magnet.
The magnet shown in this orientation is horizontally
focusing. By rotating the magnet 180° about the y-axis,
passing through the vacuum chamkr, the magnet
becomes horizontally defocusing.

2.1 Static Calcuhztions

The static calculations were performed using a 2-D
curnputercode[l:!] for electromagnetic calcuhtions. The
C and B typeAG3 main magnets were modeled based on
the cross sections shown m Figures la and lb. In the
calcnlationsj the default mmlinear material, which is
provided by the code, was used for the permeabilityof the
iron. The quantityb2(s) appearingm the equations la and
lb is the coeffkient of the quadratic term in the
expansion (as iimetion of x) of the vertical component
(13Y) of the magnetic field at the median plane of the
magnet.

BY(x)=BO(l i- blx + b2X2 + b3X3 + . . ..) (2)

In equation (2) the variable x is the distamx hem the
longitudinal axis of the magne~ on the horizontal plane.
Figure 2 (dashed line) shows a plot of the quantity K2 =
2bJ(Bp) (as defined m the cmnputercode MAD[2]) as a
function of the excitation field B~x=O,y=O). The
calculated values of the sextupole strength K2 for the C-
type magnet (see Fig.la) are ahnost the same’ with those
of the B-type magne?. This is due to the fact that both
type of magnets have the same geometrical shape of the
pole tip thereforethe magnetic field within the gap is iron
dominatd at these excitation currents.
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Figure 2: The magnetic sextupole strengthK2 of the main
magnetic field as a function of the BY(X=O,Y=O)(main
magnetic field). The dashed line which connects the
squares, corresponds to the K? values from the static
case. The solid lime connecting the circles, corresponds to
the calculations of K2, obtained tiom the transientcase.

1 The ditkrence is -1%. This value is within the errorof
the calculations.
2The sextupole strengthK2 remains the same for both
focusing and defmnsing magnets.



2.2 Trunsient Caiczdations:.

The trausierttmagnetic field calculations were performed
using the same computer code as in the static
calculation%but the lransient2-D version. The excitation
current I(t) is required as rnput data m the transient
cahmlaticm. The fimction I(t)/Imax is plotted in F@re 3
as a fimction of time. In the same Figure 3 the derivative
dI(t)/dt is also plotted. The input data allow the
generaticm of eddy eurnmts m the coils of the magnet
which are made of copper, and the wall of the vacuum
chamber which is made of iueonel. The magnet iron was
assumed to have zero conductivity. II&was a reasonable
assumption since the iron core is made of electrically
isolated laminations 0.031” thick. These huninations are
held together by two iron plates1“ thick each piaced at
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Figure 3: Excitation currentof the main AGS magnets as
a fimetion of time (dased curve). The solid curve is the
dI(t)/dt curve.

the end of the magnets to compress the laminations.
As in the static case, the sextupole strength K2 of the
magnetic field was cakxdated as a iimction of the magnet
excitation and is plotted in Figure 2. A comparison of the
sextupole stnmgth K2 between the static and transient
cases, shows that the eddy currents of the vacuum
chamlxx aflect the sextupole component of the main
magnetic field but tmly at low excitation of the magna
At higher excitations of the magnet the K2 values for
both static and transitingcoiueide even before the end of
the ramping (see l%g.2).
The cakmlated quadruple strength K1 of the magnetic
field yields the same values for both, the static and the
transientcase, at any excitation level of the magnet.

3 FURTHER STUDIES

The 2-D eateulations discussed above provide enough
information to cdcuhtte the chromaticity of the AGS

synchrotrons during the acceleration cycle. The
chromaticity chaleulations ean be done by using the
MAD computer code. A more rigcmus study calls for a
3-D transieatcalculations which carttake into account the
eddy-eurnxtts induced in each of the l“ thick plates
which are placed at each end of the magnet to hold the
laminations together. These 3-D eakxdations will be
performe& iu the nearfutnre as au ongoing effort of this
task using the computer code[12] which computes
mrtguetic fiekls m 3-dimensions. Such eakulations will
provide a more accurate value of the sextupole streztgth
~, which call be Used tO dcllblte the &OIf@City Of

the AGS synchrotrons.
Experimental measurements of the chrommicity of #e
AGS synchrotronswill be pezformed as a fhnctiortof the
magnetic field of the main magnet while the main magnet
is ramping up, at variousrates dI(t)/dt.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored
by an agency of the United States Government. Neither
the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor
any of their employees, make any warranty, express or
implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for
the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or
represents that its use would not infringe privately owned
rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial
product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
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the United States Government or any agency thereof. The
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